
PROBLEMS OBTAINING CREDIT FOR SMES

This study identified challenges faced by borrowers, precisely small and medium- size enterprises in accessing credit
facilities from financial institutions. Similarly.

Bank credit constraints over the previous ten years have resulted in many SMEs being denied vital funding, a
factor that has only worsened since the Financial Crisis. Continue Reading. Additionally, you should build a
strong personal credit score and drive down any debt prior to applying for a business loan. Business owners
should take the time to research a range of traditional and alternative lenders suited to them. If you find any
errors, correct them before beginning the loan application process. Furthermore, SMEs currently contribute
more than half of the total added value created by businesses across the European Union. According to the
NSBA report, businesses that were unable to secure capital had to take difficult actions, including reducing the
number of employees and deciding not to expand operations, finance increased sales, or increase inventory to
meet demands. Funding Problems For SMEs In total, Interreg concluded from their research that there are 23
million SMEs across Europe , representing sectors as diverse as aviation and agriculture to
telecommunications and transport. This is why it is always advisable to monitor your business credit and
personal credit files regularly. If your score is under , Cairns advises focusing on fixing it if you can. To obtain
funding, businesses fill out a short application form online before a proprietary scorecard pulls information
from different sources including credit and fraud agencies to decide whether funds can be approved. Reach her
at fernandes. Obligatory documentation often includes a detailed business plan and collateral; extensive
financial records such as income tax returns, personal and business bank statements, loan history, and a
balance sheet; and legal paperwork, such as franchise agreements, business licenses and registrations. In case
you notice some errors, contact a credit reporting agency immediately to rectify and raise the score by
removing the discrepancies, otherwise no loan will be approved by a bank when your credit rating is low.
Choose the bank that offers loans at low interest rates and offers the most flexible approval guidelines.
Overestimating on the other hand makes the bank question whether a thorough research was done before
writing the business plan. If your score is below , it would be hard for you to get a loan but you may want to
consider a revenue based loan as an alternative. Since loans can be so critical to your business success, it is
worth learning the most common barriers borrowers face when looking to secure a business loan. Firms given
approval are then able to access their funding either through their Business. Some source interviews were
conducted for a previous version of this article. When applying for financial help, it is advisable to check your
personal credit reports and scores. But blindly pursuing one loan provider without exploring your other
options can be a mistake. They approach lenders with an apathetic attitude, according to Steck. Failure to seek
expert advice When it comes to making financial decisions for your business, lenders want to see that you've
sought guidance from knowledgeable advisors. That means having all the paperwork necessary for your loan
application on hand. Limited cash flow Cash flow â€” a measure of how much cash you have on hand to pay
back a loan â€” is usually the first thing lenders look at when gauging the health of your business. However,
the United Kingdom can no longer claim to stand alone in terms of its entrepreneurial population when
compared to its European neighbors. The financial-economic crisis that hit several years ago has made banks
restrict lending to small businesses. To do this, you must tell a story about your business that the lender finds
compelling. Too many loan applications Some business owners assume they can cover all their bases by
applying for multiple loans at one time. If business owners take that step, they may be able to optimize their
cash flow before approaching potential lenders. However, no method can arguably have had as much of a
positive and pioneering impact in generating funds as the company Capital on Tap. To obtain funding,
businesses fill out a short application form online before a proprietary scorecard pulls information from
different sources including credit and fraud agencies to decide whether funds can be approved. While this
figure is far from ideal, it is a much lower rate than in other European countries like Italy, France and the
Netherlands. Poor credit history Credit reports are one tool lenders use to determine a borrower's credibility.
She spent nearly a decade working in education, primarily as the director of a college's service-learning and
community outreach center. To avoid all these doubts, have a good budget with proper financial projections.
Weitz echoed this sentiment. You can order a free personal credit report yearly from each of the three
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credit-reporting companies on AnnualCreditReport. Have a proper business plan In order to secure a loan,
many banks need you to have a strong financial plan which brings out what your business entails. To figure
out how large of a loan payment you can afford, divide your net operating income by your total annual debt to
calculate your debt service coverage ratio.


